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Management Health Solutions Releases @Par Point of Use Mobile 
Supply Utilization Capture Software Certified for iOS and Android™ 

 
@Par Distribution and Clinical Suites Now Support All Major Mobile Operating Systems 

 
Stratford, CT – May 11, 2017 –  Management Health Solutions, Inc. (MHS) announced today 
the release of its @Par Point of Use mobile supply utilization capture solution as a certified 
application for both iOS and Android devices.  The software is available on the Apple® App 
Store® and Google Play. The @Par Point of Use module enables precise tracking of supply, 
instrument and other resource utilization within the operating room, and is part of a 
comprehensive suite of mobility applications that manage inventory receipt, delivery, and 
replenishment. 
 
This release represents another step in the company’s strategy to make its @Par Distribution 
and Clinical suites platform-independent and optimized for Android™, iOS, and Windows®-
based mobile devices. Customers thereby gain flexibility to migrate where appropriate and 
desired from dedicated mobile utilization capture devices.  
 
“We are pleased to complete these important certifications, which help us respond to 
healthcare’s increasing standardization on smartphones, tablets, and other mobile devices,” said 
Brian Campbell, President & CEO, Management Health Solutions. “Our cross-platform capability 
also further enhances the value of our flagship Case Cost 360™ procedure cost analytics 
solution, of which @Par Point of Use is a key component.”     
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About Management Health Solutions 

Management Health Solutions is a technology and services company offering solutions that give 

customers a unique Clinical Operations Decision Support system. Through capture and analysis of 
comprehensive procedural utilization data, healthcare providers gain insights they need to reduce spend 

and drive efficiency in clinical operations. The company builds its solutions by combining advanced 
technology with a modular suite of on-the-ground outsourced and advisory services in procedure cost 

management, master data management, and inventory valuation. 

MHS’s recently introduced Case Cost 360 is the flagship analytics product generating sophisticated 
procedural cost understanding. The company’s mobile technology is deployed in hundreds of hospitals 

and integrated delivery systems from the warehouse floor to the operating room.  As the premier 

provider of med/surg and pharmacy inventory valuation services, MHS provides accurate and auditable 

results for over 500 healthcare organizations annually.  Learn more at mhsinc.com.  
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